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ENLARGERS

1. modular 70 color DURST      2. LPL 7452 SAUNDERS     3. CLS 501 DURST



  



  

How Enlargers Work

BASIC principle:

A lamphouse with a white light source that shines down through
an enlarger lens and exposes your negative using colour emulsion
paper.

COLOUR filters are used to balance the colour exposure of your
negative and create a print. There are 3 ways to do this:
1) filters under the lens
2) filters over the lens
3) dichroic head with filters built in*  dials are used to adjust colour

*this is what concordia uses and is the most professional
& user friendly enlarger model



  

COLOUR FILM

COLOUR FILM HAS 3 PRIMARY LAYERS OF COLOUR EMULSION INSTEAD OF 1 
EMULSION LAYER In black and white film:
the blue layer, the green layer, and red layer

EACH LAYER IS MADE SENSITIVE TO DIFFERENT WAVELENGTHS OF LIGHT 
BY CARBO-CYANINE DYE COUPLERS & SILVER HALIDE CRYSTALS IN THEIR 
EMULSION FORMULA. 

THESE DYES DELIVER DIFFERENT SPECTRAL ABSOROPTION (I.E. LIGHT COLOURS) 
And each “dye coupler” is the complimentary colour of its silver halide layer
BLUE → yellow
GREEN ---> magenta
RED ---> CYAN

The three color layers are stacked, with a UV filter on top to keep the non-visible 
ultraviolet radiation from exposing the silver-halide crystals, 
which are naturally sensitive to UV light. 



  



  

“FAST” AND “SLOW” film emulsion layers for each “color” layer

BLUE      ------- Yellow Yellow 
GREEN  -------- Magenta
RED       -------- Cyan

The fast layer features larger grains that are more sensitive to light than the slow layer, 
which has finer grain and is less sensitive to light. 

Silver-halide crystals are naturally sensitive to blue light, so the blue layers are on the top
of the film and they are followed immediately by a yellow filteryellow filter (complimentary colour to blue),
which stops any more blue light from passing through to the green and red layers and 
biasing those crystals with extra blue exposure. 

Next is the red layer (which forms cyan dyes when developed); 
and, at the bottom, the green-sensitive layer, which forms magenta dyes when developed.
Each color is separated by a gelatin layer that prevents silver development in one 
record from causing unwanted dye formation in another. 



  

WHAT HAPPENS IN COLOUR NEGATIVE PROCESSING

Unlike black and white film, which has the silver in the emulsion reduced to
metallic silver in the development process, color film actually has the silver halides
that were exposed to light replaced with color dyes that correspond to the color layer.

For example, when the film is processed the red layer has all of it's silver halides that 
were exposed to red light replaced with red dyes. 

The intensity of the dyes introduced are directly proportional to the amount of exposure 
the layer received. 

Once the film is processed the varying intensities in the three layers sandwiched on top of
one another give all the different hues present in the original scene. 

Once developed, the film is then placed in a bleaching bath which removes ALL of the 
Silver in the film. leaving only the dyes.



  

Side note for later: Why Colour Negatives are Orange

http://www.brianpritchard.com/why_colour_negative_is_orange.htm


  

WHAT IS COLOR?

Color is a psychological reaction to a very narrow band the electromagnetic
spectrum which we call “visible light” – from the red on the low end of the
spectrum through orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo and violet at the high end.

The "visible light" corresponds to a wavelength range of 400 - 700 nanometers*
(nm) *A nanometer is a unit of spatial measurement that is 10-9 meter, or one billionth
of a meter. Color is caused by the spectral composition of that light which is emitted,
transmitted or reflected by objects.



  

ADDITIVE VS. SUBSTRACTIVE COLOUR SYSTEMS



  

PRIMARY RedGreenBlue VS. COMPLIMENTARY CyanMagentaYellow



  



  



  

Additive color

The additive system can be 
described as the combination of the three basic

 colors to achieve any color required. 

If for instance we add Red and Blue together
 in equal amounts we will get Magenta a sort 

of purple color. 

By varying the amounts of red
 and blue we get all the colors that reside in the

 spectrum between red and blue. 

The same is
 true with regards to the combination of blue 

and green and green and red. 

Adding all three primary
colours together produces
White: the presence of all colours 



  

The subtractive system on the other hand 
works by the act of cancellation of different light

 (or subtraction). 

If we place three lights, each with a different 
filter in front of them, one with a magenta filter

 one with a cyan filter and one with a yellow filter,
 so they can shine on a wall in a manner in 

which all three lights will intersect with each 
other we will see the following. In the area where
 yellow and magenta combine we will see red at 

the intersection, likewise we will see green at the 
point where cyan and yellow combine and finally 

we will see blue at the point where cyan and
 magenta combine. 

Adding all 3 primary pigment
colours together produces black: the absence of all colour



  

This brings up the point of 
complimentary colors again.
 
Complimentary colors refers to the 
manner in which the two systems
interact with one another. 

For example if I were to print a negative 
and I found that the whites in the print are 
too red I can "cancel out" this effect by 
adding cyan.

If you look at the diagram you 
will see that Cyan is directly opposite of 
red and that the two colors point of 
commonality is black. This is how the 
cyan is able to cancel out the red. 
Consequently Yellow and Blue are
complimentary as are Magenta and 
Green. There is an old saying to help you 
remember.

 "there is a General Motors Red Car in my 
Back Yard" GM, RC, BY. Or Green 
Magenta, 
Red Cyan, Blue Yellow. 



  

“THE PHOTOGRAPHIC COLOUR WHEEL”

Color photography records light based on two color 
sets: the additive primaries
and the subtractive primaries.

These two color groupings, when mixed together, 
make up all of the color
combinations in photographic imaging.

The six colors in the photographic process create 
a color wheel with complimentary pairs: blue and 
yellow, green and magenta, and cyan and red.

Each color is composed of equal amounts of 
Adjacent colors. (Red is composed
of equal parts of magenta and yellow)

Each color is complementary to the color that is opposite. (Magenta and green
are complementary.



  

If you want to remove a color from a print, add 
that color to the enlarger filtration.

Why? 

A green viewing filter will correct a print that is too 
magenta. Adding
magenta (the complement of green) in the printing 
light produces a print with less
magenta.

You can also correct colors using their 
complements.

Excess blue is corrected by adding yellow. A yellow 
viewing filter will correct a
print that is too blue. Subtract yellow (the 
complement of blue) and the filter will
then pass more blue light.

COLOUR CORRECTING / CALIBRATING



  

SUMMARY: Color printing is a subtractive process.

A negative is placed in a color enlarging head, and light is projected through 
the image onto photographic paper.

The filter set of a color enlarging head allows for different amounts of cyan,
magenta, and yellow to be adjusted for color balance.

The strength of each filter is indicated by its density: the higher the filter 
number
the denser the filter and the less light permeating through that filter.

Color balance is achieved by adjusting the filter pack on an enlarger to create 
an image with neutral shadow and highlight areas. Viewing filters are used for
assessing color balance in color prints and are available in sets of six colors 
with varying densities for viewing color prints from transparencies and 
negatives.

The subtractive primaries are the only colors used for printing because they
make up the rest of the color scale and also merge to form black.

In color darkroom printing, yellow is a combination of red and green, magenta 
is a combination of red and blue, and cyan is a combination of green and 
blue.

Thus, the subtractive printing process in the darkroom allows for all six colors 
in the photographic spectrum to be created in color prints from negatives.



  

COLOUR PHOTOGRAPHIC PAPER FACT SHEET

- Colour negative paper for colour darkroom printing  is meant for the negative-to-positive process. 

*These papers will have names ending in -color, as in Agfacolor or Kodak’s Ektacolor. (Color reversal films are 
meant for enlarging slides on transparency in a positive-to-positive process. These papers have names
ending in -chrome, as in Ilfochrome. The processes for printing positives are
highly toxic and so usually handled by commercial labs.)

- Colour photographic paper is coated with THREE LAYERS of light-sensitive emulsion,
 each sensitive to a different wavelength of light

*They must be handled with great care in a pitch-black darkroom or with very dim and obscure amber safelights. 

- Make sure to keep paper inside the sealed bag and box at all times as colour paper that is accidentally exposed
 to light will be fogged. Fogged paper is unusable as it produces a gray or coloured veil in affected areas.

*Handle paper by the edges and corners. Do not bend (paper will crease) or touch the image area 
(fingerprints will be permanent). Fingerprints are more likely to show up on glossy paper. 

-When storing unused paper for long periods, seal tightly and place the box in a refrigerator or other cool location. 
Allow the paper to return to room temperature before printing.

*Colour photographic papers are resin-coated so the paper achieves a plastic lamination. 
With proper processing and storage, colour photographic prints will not shift colour, fade or crack for many years.



  

CONTACT SHEETS & DARKROOM PRINTS:

SEE DARKROOM HOW-TO PDF FOR STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS



  

DENSITY

Always judge and adjust your prints
for density first,
then for color balance.

The color balance will probably be off. 
Try to disregard it. Changing a 
print density might 
shift some colors.

Look for the exposure that produces
the best overall density in mid-tones.

Important shadows area should be dark
 but with visible detail. Highlights should be
bright but not burned-out white.



  

HOW TO ADJUST DENSITY

The longer your negative will be exposed to light, the darker your image will be.

The wider your aperture, the darker your image.

Your print is too light: increase exposure time or open the enlarger lens.
Your print is too dark: decrease exposure time or close enlarger lens.

Example: You want your exposure time to be about 18 seconds but the best density is at

9 seconds. You can close the lens aperture by one f/stop.
18 sec at f/8 = 9 sec at f/11

Every time you double or half the time, it equals one stop.

*Ideal exposure time should be between 8 and 30 seconds (approximate range). 
A minimum of 10 seconds will give you time to dodge and burn. 
More than 20 seconds can cause reciprocity failures (i.e. pushing the limits of your film’s
light gathering ability).

http://www.ilfordphoto.com/aboutus/page.asp?n=121
http://istillshootfilm.org/post/105013947805/what-is-reciprocity-failure-and-how-to-correct-it


  

COLOUR CALIBRATION DEFAULT DIAL SETTINGS

One of the three subtractive colors
must be set to 0 in order to avoid neutral density.

Neutral density is gray light resulting from close to 
equal quantities of cyan, magenta and yellow light.
Neutral density is why one of the three subtractive filters must always be set
to 0. 

Setting cyan to 0 is the industry standard and instructions on the colored viewing
filters are based on this.

YELLOW 50
 
MAGENTA 50

CYAN 0



  

Viewing Filters to Colour Balance
1) Hold the white side of the 
card towards you
to view prints made from 
colour negative and 
stand a few feet away from 
the print.

2) Flicker the fi lter in and out 
of your line of
vision as you look at light 
mid-tones in the 
print.

*Look for light grays, whites 
or fl esh tones
 rather than dark shadows 
or bright highlight.

3) When you fi nd the fi lter(s) 
that makes the 
print look best, make the 
change to the 
Enlarger Filter pack.



  

BALANCING CHART

Print is too:

MAGENTA Add M

RED Add M + Y

YELLOW Add Y

GREEN Subtract M

CYAN Subtract M + Y

BLUE Subtract Y

DENSITY, EXPOSURE TIME AND COLOUR 
CORRECTION:

INCREASING colour filtration blocks light; 
DECREASING colour filtration allows light to pass more easily 
to the print. 

As a result, as you change the filtration, the image density may
change. As a general rule, for every 10 points of filtration you 
add, add one second of time to the total exposure. 

For every 10 points of filtration you subtract,
subtract one second from the exposure. 

This guide varies according to the color; for example, adjusting 
the yellow affects exposure less than changing the magenta.

* Always keep track of time, aperture and filtration for each print 
in a notebook



  
Yay!


